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Illustration 1: Enigma n2022 runs on Windows, macOS, iOS, Linux, and Android

T

Meaning

he entirety of the audio in Enigma n2022 is sampled from a 5.17-second
recording of the word meaning. Its waveform and text are ever-present in
Enigma n2022 unless you click the strip button repeatedly. What you see is
what you hear. It's surprisingly varietous as an audio experience despite
emanating from a single word repeated three times. Just below the
surface of speech, apparently, lurk whole unsuspected worlds. Almost—
but not quite—as though all meaning were contained in the word
meaning itself, below the surface—as though if you were to copy and rearrange atoms
from a mote of dust, whole whirl-winds could ensue. On the matter of meaning, it’s
always constructed, isn’t it. It’s never just there on a plate, ready made. You make it, you
construct it. Which doesn’t mean that stuff means whatever you make of it.

Illustration 2: Enigma n2022 is part granular synthesis, part color music, part digital poem, part visual art, and big part
computer art.

Enigma n2022 represents further adventures in the enigma of meaning. It follows Enigma
n2 (2002) and Enigma n (1998). What is the enigma of meaning? Most everyone has
some sense of it. It’s more than anything I might say about it. Mysteries are like that. The
more you understand, the more territory opens up beyond what you understand.
Meaning, to me, is a mystery. What do things mean? We learn in logic that first things
must remain undefined. Because if all words are defined with other words, circularity is
guaranteed—math/logic must avoid circular reasoning for consistent truths. Math/logic
is philosophically rigorous enough to leave first things undefined. But natural language
isn’t. So circularity/irrationality is baked into the very structure—or at least history—of
natural language.
Which doesn’t render it useless, of course, or even utterly irrational. Or if—OK, yes, it’s
utterly irrational—it also supports enough rationality that we can create something like
math in a world apart—or poetry, which takes circularity to the level of song, to the level
of music, of mantra, in language. Poetry combines. Poetry combines everything about us
in language. Unlike math, which banishes the irrational and circular, poetry combines it
with our rationality and with our aspirations to beauty. We construct meaning in an
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irrational system of language with irrational desires and irrational value systems in
irrational societies—but it all kinda makes a weird sort of sense. It’s a beautiful mess. Us,
I mean. All of us. The whole thing.

Illustration 3: The 13 simultaneous sounds are max 0.200 seconds long and loop max 200 times. The pitch is below normal.
The meanometer pie near top left indicates one full revolution.

Microsound
Much like the microscope introduced us to a world we did not know existed—with its
fantasmagorical creatures seemingly from different worlds—so too microsound
introduces us to whole worlds below normal pitch and sound-sliver duration. In Enigma
n2022, we hear familiar and unfamiliar creatures that are born from short slivers of sound
pitch-shifted from 10 octaves down to 2 octaves up; the duration of the slivers/stripes is
0.001 seconds up to 5 seconds. And the sounds are usually looped anywhere from twice to
200 times. This gives us several worlds of sound. And a kind of music.
Interface
In Enigma n2022, the player plays with the circular via the random/rhythmic diamondshaped buttons. The number between those two buttons determines the maximum
number of times a stripe/sliver/sample/selection of sound will loop before it chooses a
different sample of sound to play, a different stripe, a different duration, a different
number of times to loop, and a different speed of meaning. In the earlier piece Enigma n,
the circular was via circular motion of the letters of the word meaning. The round-andround is also a dynamo, an engine.
The world is round.
It moves in circles.
Phyllis Web
What you hear in Enigma n2022 are slivers/stripes of sound from the 5.17-second
recording of meaning. The slivers vary in length from 0.001 seconds to 5 seconds.
Enigma n2022 explores the sub-atomic world of meaning up to our own scale and double
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speed. Meaning means different things depending on how you slice it, dice it, loop it and
whoop it. And who you are, where you're from, your values, ideals, ideas.
The text gninaem meaning meaning describes the what and where of the waveform:
where you see an m, the waveform is the sonic shape of an m being said. In written
language, an m looks much like every other m (except if it’s an M or in a different font).
But in a waveform, the shape of an m depends on how it was pronounced, the volume, the
timbre of the voice, the background sound, and so on.
The 5.17-second .wav sound of gninaem meaning meaning is 892 kb. Zipped up, it's still
757 kb. That's pretty big for a 5.17-second sound. You can hear that richness in the audio.
The controls let you adjust various parameters of the sound:
• the audio volume via the meaning sluice, volume of meaning
• the number of stripes (simultaneous sounds), via the simple/complex diamonds;
• the maximum duration of stripes (in seconds) via the granular/vocal diamonds;
• the maximum number of times a stripe will loop before a different stripe is
constructed, via the random/rhythmic buttons.

Illustration 4: The 16 sounds are max 0.597 seconds long and play once. The speed of meaning is low.

You can set the speed of meaning from 0.1 to 2. It sets the pitch range of the stripes. 1 is
normal pitch. 0.5 is half-speed, or twice as deep as normal, an octave down. 0.1 is ten
octaves down. 2 is double-speed or an octave higher than normal.
Different levels of pitch, or speed of meaning—together with arbitrary levels of loopiness
—seemingly contain different animals, from buzzing gnats to bullfrogs and big cats—
different sounding machines, different human and semi-human voices, different
jungle/menagerie soundscapes when many sounds play at once—different musics—
different meaning altogether—different whole worlds—from the vocal sound at room
temperature, normal pitch—the sound from which it derives.
This is not your daddy's digital poetry or sound poetry.
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Stripes=Slivers=Sounds=Samples=Selections=Grains
Each sliver of sound has a visual representation: a tall, colored rectangle with a vertical
black line moving across the rectangle from left to right, and a ball of light toward the
bottom of the colored stripe (not always visible). The stripe's position indicates what part
of gninaem meaning meaning it samples. The black vertical moving line describes the
playback head of that particular sound.
The light ball is largest when the black playback line is leftmost. The light ball decreases
in size as the playback head moves across the stripe from left to right.
Vertical stripes are a big part of the look of this piece.
Stripes are powerful because they unite and divide in equal measure.
They unite through repetition, while forming boundaries that sharply
divide planes and colors at the same time. In the process, they create
rhythm like no other pattern.
The Westologist
Stripes are prominent in flags and in military and police visuals of rank (one has to earn
one's stripes). Stripes are sometimes representative of the utmost in enforced order, as in
military/police rank, or prison-uniform captivity status. Prisoners are not only behind
bars but wearing stripes. They are doubly captive, as it were, behind bars and stripes.

Illustration 5: Clicking the strip button repeatedly, in a cycle of 7 states/clicks, strips it down to slivers and light balls.

However, stripes also have an interesting history in visual art, in which they are often at
play amid chiller structures/orders/systems/symbols. In Enigma n2022, the stripes are
representative of the position+length+state of the current sounds, as selections from the
5-second waveform. The sound slivers also function amid a kind of colour music.
Additionally, the stripes segment meaning. They parse it, tokenize it, diagram it,
construct it, celebrate it, accelerate it, critique it, sing it, shake it, prod it, pour it and
pulse it. As much as Enigma n2022 is generative of music/audio/visuals, it is as well
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generative or constructive of meaning. This is important to its poetry.
In Enigma n2022, the vertical stripes, like almost everything else, are functional. There's
almost nothing that's solely decorative in this piece (and much of my other work). The
stripes show you what parts of meaning are currently at play. They are part of the
correspondence between the visual and the sonic. I wanted them to be of visual interest.
Repeatedly clicking the strip button hides the controls, the waveform, the flashing balls of
light, and gninaem meaning meaning. The v key toggles display of the controls. These
two controls (v key and strip button) let you view the stripes by themselves, if you want.
The stripes themselves establish a kind of visual rhythm, but the moving black lines
within the stripes establish a more obvious visual rhythm because they are the playback
heads of the sonic slivers. Often, you can tell which sound a particular stripe is associated
with because its visual and sonic rhythm are the same. The light balls flash in rhythm
with the associated sound; they're biggest at the beginning of the sliver; the radius
shrinks from there to 0 at the end of the stripe; their motion is synchronized (in lock-step,
as they say in the land of the bars and stripes) with the selection's vertical black line.
The occasional rainbow of stripes also evokes the rainbow flag as well as the idea of a full
spectrum of colour. If you play Enigma n2022 multiple times, you note that there’s a range
of graphics that represent the big text of meaning. Some of them are white. Some of them
are black. If Enigma n2022, in some sense, is a philosophy/poetics of meaning, then it's an
inclusive one; it embraces multiple meanings. It flies the art flag, the poetry flag, the net
art flag, the fag flag, the computer art flag, the philosophy flag, the linguistics flag, the
granular synthesis, electronic music flag, the colour music flag, the visual art flag, the
PWA flag, the random/rhythm flag, the black flag, the white flag, on and on into the
night, flag upon flag, unflagging, ever vocalizing.
Meanometer pie, zipFunk™
zipFunk™ and palettes

Illustration 6: The meanometer pie indicates we've traversed 3 full revolutions through the background colors

Viewing all six background colors completes one revolution of Enigma n2022, one cycle
through a portion of the sonic and visual range of the app. Each time the
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background=tone color changes, a slice is added to the meanometer pie (top left), which
shows you how far along into a revolution you are. The number (eventually) in the middle
of the pie tells you how many revolutions you have already traversed, if any.
Repeatedly clicking the background (or pressing the b key), speeds up the process of
cycling through the background colors. Click/tap and hold, or hold the b key down for
zipFunk™, which fast-forwards Enigma n2022 through the unknown.
There are two looks/algorithms with which the enigman colors the stripes.
The first is the rainbow method. Successively created sound slivers are assigned colors
that differ in hsl hue by 41 units. In the hsl (hue, saturation, luminance) color scheme,
hue ranges from 0 to 360 in the familiar ROYGBIV color order of the spectrum. Iterating
with prime increments results in using all 360 of the integer hues, eventually, as the hue
cycles in a circle of 0-360 colors. The rainbow method palettes are analogous (relatively
close/adjacent hue values) when there are 2-3 stripes (3*41=123°). More stripes involve
an increasingly rainbow-like palette.
The saturation and luminance of the colors remains constant among the stripes. Stripes
are filled with a linear gradient centered at the vertical center of the screen. The color at
the center of the screen of the stripes has a saturation of 85%, luminance of 50%, and an
alpha of 0.9. There are two additional color stops. These are located at the vertical
extremities of the stripes. They're the same color as the center but the alpha is 0.
The second coloring algorithm is the palette method. Each background/tone color has a
set of 30 palettes associated with it. Each palette has from 2 to about 25 colors in it. I
constructed them with help from palette generators palettelist.com and coolors.co.
Below, we see my HTML editor (VSCode). It's showing some of ColorMgr.js, JavaScript I
wrote that creates/manages the color of the stripes, the color balls, and the controls. We
see part of the palettes array: the palettes for the brown and purple backgrounds. The
brown background has 19 palettes; the purple background has 17 palettes. Later on, I
expanded the palettes so that each background color has 30 of them.

Illustration 7: Palettes for the brown and purple (respectively) background colors
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Enigma n2022 uses the rainbow method about 20% of the time and the palette method the
rest of the time in how it colors stuff on the screen.
Together, these two coloring algorithms, with the six background colors, provide a
varietous, interesting color experience, hopefully. The audio is varietous also; the whole
thing is a kind of generative, interactive sound and visual poem with a long conceptual
streak on meaning.
I think of Enigma n2022 as a uh different sort of poem. This is what happens to poetry
when it's immersed in the binary brine. It corrodes into other arts and media—and finds
its naturally supreme position in the dimensions that involve language—including or even
especially in the larger sense of language that the era of code has given us.
The controls
The interactive controls situated at top middle of the Enigma n2022 screen are of some
interest to me and hopefully to the player. There's a couple of standard controls: the top
volume control and the bottom speed of meaning control, both of which are standard
sliders. But there are also the diamond-shaped custom controls I created with
CSS/HTML and JavaScript. The red ones, functionally, are spin controls. I wrote all the
code in Enigma n2022 except the sliders.
I chose not to implement the pairs of red diamond buttons as sliders for several reasons.
The random/ rhythmic pair has no upper bound. Sliders have upper and lower bounds.
More interestingly, the complex button has no fixed upper bound; but when creating
more sounds significantly slows the computer, the complex button stops creating new
grains. It lets maximalists be maxy while saving them from themselves, ie, it lets players
create as many sound slivers as they can without bringing their browser to a crawl. Well,
you can bring your browser to a crawl using the complex button if you really want to, but
you really have to work at it. It does offer real protection against that happening without
the player intending it to happen.
Sliders are great for things like volume controls because
you can turn the volume off in an instant and set them to
what you want in an instant. They're not so good at openended ranges, as noted—but, also, if you want people to
explore a range incrementally—to appreciate, say, the
difference between the sound of one sliver versus two
slivers—sliders don't work well, unless the player uses the
keyboard control that is offered, which most people won't
understand even exists.
The red buttons, if held down, will speed through a range
of values quite quickly, but they're really good at going
through the range incrementally. That's important to
exploring the sound in Enigma n2022. The difference, for
instance, between setting the random/rhythmic pair to 1
and setting it to anything higher is audible and interesting.
I would encourage players to explore this granular
synthesis in a granular way. I think it repays that sort of
attention; that's part of the pleasure of this piece.
Another reason I didn't implement the red-button ranges
Enigma n2022
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as sliders is I wanted them to be interesting visually and conceptually. The red buttons
are, I hope, intriguing and fun to play with. Not just via their look, rotational behavior
and the color changes when you mouse-over and press on them, but also via the dynamic
textual tooltips that display on mouse-over; each of the buttons has an associated set of
tooltips, one of which is chosen randomly when the cursor enters the diamond.
Conventionally, an element has at most one tooltip, and it's usually a helpful bit of
technical writing, a brief phrase of explanation. The tootips in Enigma n2022 are helpful
but well beyond their typical scope. They further the interactive dialog between you and
me, or between Enigma n2022 and the player. And they develop the metaphors.
Also, the descriptions of the buttons and sliders, such as speed of meaning rather than
pitch, focus on imaginative experience of the interaction. The idea that when you change
the random/rhythmic configuration, you're moving between the random and the
rhythmic is more interesting, engaging and relevant to the imaginative experience than
changing the max number of times the stripes will loop. You are moving from the random
to the rhythmic—it's not a fiction. Moving between the random and the rhythmic is more
relevant to higher meaning than changing the max number of times the slivers loop.

Illustration 9: Setting random/rhythmic = 1 makes for actively animated visuals and an earful of randomness.

Apps that have standard UI controls such as sliders, buttons, & check-boxes often look
like they were designed by engineers and are neither fun nor interesting. It's important
that interactive elements engage imaginatively with the player. It's important to
communicate what one is doing, beyond simply changing a particular quantity. How is
the story developing/unfolding, thereby? What is the action in human terms? What is the
concept, as opposed to simply the technical quantity that's changing? Also, the
player/user should be able to see (or hear) the change as they're changing a control. So
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that they can understand what it does without needing further explanation.
To some people, it doesn't matter what you do with such elements—they're all boring no
matter what. To me, that's superficial. Immersion doesn't require VR. You can be deeply
immersed reading a novel. Immersion is about imaginative engagement. If you can give
people a feeling that when they're sliding that slider they're changing something of
imaginative interest and consequence, not just changing an abstract quantity, then they're
in. That's as artistically significant as the best of VR. Because in art it's all about
imaginative, conceptual engagement. It doesn't matter how fancy the technology is if it
doesn't have the life of art. And the life of art is not artificial life or VR or any other
specific technology. The life of art is deep imaginative, conceptual engagement. The life
of art is the liveliness we associate with interesting art—the liveliness of deep meaning
coursing through the thing like a thousand volts of electricity.
To me, Seattle Drift is significantly interactive even though all one is doing is clicking
texts. The idea is that you're not just clicking a text. When you click Do the text, well, you
get the idea. When you click Stop the text, you're bringing order back to the literary
realm, you're preventing this odd textual insurrection. When you click Discipline the text,
you're commanding the forces of dullness to quell this minor revolt; you are whipping the
wayward text back into motionless shape. To me, that's significant interactivity.
I tried to get that level of imaginative engagement going on in Enigma n2022. The pitch
slider is not a pitch slider but a speed of meaning slider. It controls the speed of meaning
in a real sense—or two. Even the volume slider is a volume of meaning slider like a
meaning sluice. The diamonds and their tooltips are also involved in the conceit. The
term conceit refers to an extended metaphor; the metaphysical poets of the 17th century
coined the term.
Significant interactivity, in my book (which is usually not a book), is involved in the
construction and exploration of metaphor—toward strong imaginative and poetic
engagement, imaginative immersion in the concept. Interactivity is important in the
creation of the world of the poem, a world that the wreader/player constructs, like
meaning is constructed. Partly via the rules of the game established by convention; partly
via the rules established by the poem; and partly by the wreader's personal world view.
Granular synthesis
The sonic compositional technique I used in
Enigma n2022 has a name and a history:
granular synthesis. Granular synthesis is an
area of audio composition (almost always
associated with music) in which the
compositions are made of grains of sound of
duration ranging from 0.001 seconds (1
millisecond) to larger sizes. The history of it
begins before computers were used, by cutting
up reel-to-reel tape with razor blades and
taping the pieces together in new ways. I did
some of that myself back in the 1980s. It's
really labour intensive. Whereas you can get a
computer to do a lot of it in a fraction of a
second—more than you can do manually in
days of work. The grains I was working with in
the 1980s were phrase-length vocal recordings
Enigma n2022
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taped together somewhat haphazardly, inspired by the audio cut-ups of William S.
Burroughs and Brion Gysin. That wasn’t granular synthesis, which normally refers to not
only shorter grains but a history that comes from a focus on music composition, not
literary experiment. Another Vancouver artist, Barry Truax, was central to the
development of granular synthesis, using computers, in the 1970s and 1980s.
Although Enigma n2022 uses granular synthesis, perhaps a more relevant antecedent is a
2002 piece I made called Enigma n2. I wrote it in Director. It used the same 5.17-second
audio recording as in Enigma n2022. In the 2002 piece, only one sliver at a time plays, and
the size of the slivers varies from very small to almost all of the 5.17-second piece itself.
The 2002 piece behaves mostly as though, in Enigma n2022, you had set simple/complex to
1, granular/vocal to about 5 seconds, random/rhythmic to 6, and speed of meaning to
1,1. Consequently, it's far more vocal (and simple) than Enigma n2022 often is.
When I set out to create the new piece, Enigma n2022, the plan was to recreate the earlier
2002 piece, but to see if I could make it new. Early on in that work, there was a bug in my
code that resulted in more than one grain at a time playing simultaneously. I went Hey,
that sounds a lot better! Let's make that a feature, not a bug! It dawned on me that was
basically a granular synthesis approach. I started reading about granular synthesis and
watching videos about it—cuz I didn't really know much about it or its history, although
I'd been to a talk by Barry Truax in Vancouver at SFU around 2012.

Illustration 11: The above is with 1600 grains/sounds/slivers/selections/stripes at once, ie, simple/complex = 1600.

That research influenced the development of the piece in several ways. I added pitch as a
parameter. Probably that would have occurred to me anyway. I have worked with variable
pitch before (in Arteroids). Also, I learned some of the terminology of granular synthesis.
At the time, the main object constructor in the JavaScript code, which generates the
slivers, was named MeaningObject. I changed that to GrainObject. Later, it occurred to
me that sliver or stripe was a more useful term, for obvious reasons, in this case, than the
standard granular synthesis term grain.
Also, I learned that the quick fade-in/fade-out of grains is called windowing, in the
jargon of granular synthesis. Anyone who has edited sound for a while knows that points
in the sound where it's been edited/sliced, points of discontinuity, can have audible
popping. Beginning and ends of grains sounded like scratchy vinyl. The idea of
windowing is to quickly fade grains in and then, just before they end, fade them out—
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quickly enough that you don't hear the fades—but you don't hear a pop, either. The
duration of a fade is no more than 10 ms, in Enigma n2022 and is shorter if the sound is
really short. This gets rid of the vast majority of the scratchy/popping sounds that
previously made the piece sound like the slightly used vinyl recordings I grew up listening
to—which is kind of charming and also provides a scratchy percussive sound. After
windowing, the grains still sound percussive cuz they are discontinuous at their
ends/beginning. Which is really the more interesting source of the percussion. Also, the
scratch/pop detracted from the spatial quality. I had some help with the windowing from
Chris Guttandin on stackoverflow and Jim Frize on Facebook.
In my reading about granular synthesis, I eventually ran across Curtis Roads's book
Microsound. Which is quite a difficult read, even mathematically, and an amazing
intellectual and music theory achievement, it seemed to me. So I wrote Curtis Roads, the
Great Granulator, and sent him a link to Enigma n2022. He replied:
Dear Jim,
Thanks. I checked out your piece. Yes, I can certify that it is
granular.
Keep up the good work!
Best regards,
Curtis

Not that I was looking for or asked for official certification. Maybe he gets that a lot: Dear
Curtis, Here's my thing—is it granular?
It's always good to know about related work so you don't re-invent what someone else has
already done, and so you can appreciate the larger contexts in which your own work is
situated. Here's a page of related works: these are all interactive audio for the web. I've
maintained this page of links since using Director/Shockwave/Flash in the late 1990's.
The 5.17-second audio source
It isn't necessarily obvious, upon experiencing Enigma n2022, that the source of the sound
is a 5.17-second recording of the word meaning. If you need convincing that this is
indeed the case, click the below URL and watch/listen for a while.
https://enigman.vispo.com/index.html?n=%5B1,5,1,1,1,5,1,1%5D

The above URL opens Enigma n2022 and sets its parameters to:
simple/complex = 1
granular/vocal = 5.000
random/rhythmic = 1
speed of meaning = 1,1
background color = 5 (purple)
coloring algorithm = 1 (palette method)
current palette = 1 (specific to purple background)
These are possibly the most boring parameters you can set Enigma n2022 to, but they do
reveal the underlying recording from which all the audio is generated. I generated the
above URL by setting the controls to the above values and then clicking the purple share
button. So that when your friends click a URL you send them via email or social media,
Enigma n2022 opens with the sonic parameters of your favorite Enigma n2022 settings.
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Gallery mode
If you leave Enigma n2022 to its own devices for 2-3 minutes (or press the g key), it goes
from interactive mode to gallery mode, in which it shakes itself up every now and then,
like clicking away from the controls or pressing the b key. In gallery mode, every 10-20
seconds, it selects randomly from a collection of about 225 presets I personally chose as
my favorite Enigma n2022 audio settings.
It's sort of like an album with 225 songs, each of which is played for 10-20 seconds.
Although, of course, you can change the parameters yourself and perhaps come up with
things significantly different from the 225 I chose. I tend to like the sound better when
the speed of meaning is set low. Natalie says that's a guy thing.
Gallery mode allows Enigma n2022 to display/sound varietously without a player having to
elicit that variety via interaction. It works well as ambient sound/music you can have in
the background. Or it does for me.
When it's in gallery mode, as soon as any mouse/touch/keyboard activity is detected, it
exits gallery mode and goes into interactive mode in which it doesn't interfere with the
player's decisions at all.
I think the next piece I make of interactive audio will be a lot like this one but it will use a
different sound, and it'll draw dynamic representations of the waveforms of the grains.
The piece after that would support the idea of people importing their own sound files.
Keyboard interactivity
I'm not sure how compliant
Enigma n2022 is with accessibility
standards, but I've tried to make it
work with screen readers for the
blind. Also, the keyboard
interactivity is a significant part of
the piece. Though, if you don't have
a keyboard, almost all the
keyboard features are supported
via touch and/or mouse.
If you're a maximalist, go crazy on
Illustration 12: The keyboard offers some unique interactivity
the complex button and,
consequently, create enough stripes that your system slows to a crawl—and holding the
simple button down to reduce the number of sounds is too slow—then tab to the simple
button and press and hold the Enter key. That brings the number of sounds to 1 quickly.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use the Tab key to tab through the controls.
Shift+tab tabs in the opposite direction.
Use the Enter key to click the control that currently has tabbed focus.
Keep the Enter key down to speed through values concerning the red buttons.
The arrow keys let you change the values of the sliders, when they have focus.
Space key: Pause/play
f key: Fullscreen on/off
g key: Gallery mode
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•
•
•
•

v key: Show/hide controls
b key: Shake it! Hold for zipFunk™
x key: Previous palette
c key: Next palette

The visual controls are audio-driven. Although changing them has visual consequences,
because the state of the visuals is tightly tied to the state of the sound, the visual controls
are primarily to shape the audio experience.
The x and c keys are important to shaping the visual experience, however. x = previous
palette, and c = next palette. Each of the six background colors has a unique array of 30
palettes. The x and c keys let you cycle among the palettes of the current background
color. Also, when you press the x or c keys, palette info is displayed at top left of the
screen such as Palette 17 has 11 colors.

Illustration 13: 1000 grains. To set simple/complex=1 quickly, tab to simple diamond and press and hold Enter key.

PWA
As I write this, Natalie and I are in the process of doing the work to sell Enigma n2022 in
the Microsoft Store, the Google Play Store, and the Apple App Store. This will be the first
time I've sold any of my net art apps as installable apps for the desktop/laptop and/or
mobile. Usually they're free and viewable only in the browser (desktop or mobile). I've
created free Phonegap and Electron apps before, and distributed them through the app
stores. But this is a PWA (Progressive Web App), and we're selling it.
The app of Enigma n2022 will be available for Windows or Mac desktop/laptop machines
as an installable app that has its own icon on the desktop. It will also be available as an
installable app for Android and iOS mobile devices.
I've been comparing the PWA app version of Enigma n2022 with an Electron version of the
app. After double-clicking the Electron version, it takes 15 seconds before it's ready to go.
The PWA takes 3 seconds. The PWA is less than 1Mb in size; the Electron .pkg is 83 Mb.
PWAs have some other nice features. They auto-update, so that if you buy the app, you'll
Enigma n2022
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always have the most recent version. Also, they look and behave just like the web version
that runs in the browser, but PWAs run in their own window, not in a browser. And they
can run offline.
PWAs are more interesting to me than Electron or Phonegap apps cuz they're integrated
with the browser, web experience. And they're easier to update. The whole process of
creating and maintaining a PWA seems less tortuous, so far, than the Electron/Phonegap
avenue. I'm especially happy that PWA's aren't simply mobile but also for the desktop.
It's been clear to me since back in the late 90s that net art would be sort of like mail art
only with a slightly larger audience and tech savvy until it became possible to sell it. That
is, until an economy develops for net art, its not going to develop like it will when you can
sell the stuff. Electron and Phonegap didn't feel like this, to me. The PWA is for both
desktop and mobile. It works in the browser and as an app also. You can distribute them
from your web site or sell them in the app stores. And they're not so difficult to produce.
Also, PWAs have access to things like WebRTC and the Web Audio API.
In the late 90s, during the dotcom years, when there was such strong economic activity
concerning all things internet-related, net art was booming. The New York Times had a
column on it every month written by Matthew Mirapaul—who mentioned my work a
couple of times. When the dotcom bubble burst in 2000, it was educational to see how
much interest in net art declined. The Times column disappeared, Rhizome retreated
from the international net art scene to a gallerized insularity, and more than a few net
artists packed it up.
Money is not the be-all and end-all in art. But being able to sell work in a way that
everybody is satisfied with means a lot to being able to staying alive while pursuing one's
art with the intensity it requires. An economy also creates other roles for other people to
function within the art sphere. An economy is not simply dollars flowing. It's people in
various roles working together.
Maybe this is a turning point. Man, it's been a long time coming, if so.
Art
Enigma n2022 is of various arts. It's probably most at home as a work of computer art. And
a work of net art. But it's also, I would say, interactive, generative sound poetry. It's a
digital poem. Expect the very worst from digital poems—and complain if you don't get it.
It's also interactive audio art. And interactive music. The visual dimension of it is
interesting, I hope, both as interactive interface and as visual art. And as visual poetry;
my site is vispo.com.
My work wanders lonely in the cloud. It's been embraced most by the people in digital
poetry and electronic literature. Almost all of my work is on the web. This is a strength
and a weakness. It's available to anyone on the planet with an internet connection. Not
that it has a mass audience. It's mainly self-published on my site vispo.com.
Say what you will about the trashiness of web sites—it's still the most exciting way for an
artist to publish her/his work. It can involve a heady mix of arts and media—art media
such as text, image, sound and video, but also communications media, person to person
communication, and it can be programmed in very lively ways that still offer fascinating
new possibilities. In the brine of the binary, all those media and arts are coded in zeroes
and ones; those arts and media can be in new relations with each other—and with people
—in ways that are simply not possible in the analog.
Enigma n2022
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My work is rarely published elsewhere as well as I publish it on my site. I've been at it
since 1996, for 26 years. I pretty much know what I'm doing when it comes to publishing
on the web. At least in the sense of how it looks, sounds, and works. It works on browsers
under Windows, Mac, Android, iOS and Linux.
I've thought of myself as some kind of poet all my adult life. A media poet. A poetprogrammer. A visual poet. Concerning technology and art, I cut my teeth in radio; I
produced and hosted a literary radio show from 1983 to 1990. That's where I first got
creative with technology and the literary. And before that, I did a degree in English. I also
organized and hosted a weekly series of poetry readings for several years. So poetry is
near and dear, really. As is audio art, net art, and computer art.
When I did my degree in English, I studied quite a bit of math. And then, after I produced
the radio show for years, I went back to university and studied three years of math and
computer science. I combine math/computer science/programming with poetry / art /
music. None of these things are walled off from one another, to me. I put things together.
To me, computers are for amazing art. Fuck productivity and drudgery. Computers are
for new and exciting art. I feel bad for those who associate them solely with work and
drudgery. I would say we're going to have to get creative with them. Cuz they really are an
amazing invention. The creative horizons of computers are vast. We're going to have to
use them for our benefit, not our tragic demise, aren't we.
The enigma of meaning awaits.

Illustration 14: 100 simultaneous sounds/grains
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